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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this research was to compare numerical predictions with experimental 
results and to devise an accurate laser aI l~m{)lTl~try teclmiquc to measure in the endwall 
region of a confined romulus. Rowfield characteristics wne computed using a thre~· 
dimensional fiow solver with the numerical plane coincident with the experimental 
measurement location. An rumular turbine cascade. designed for las~ r -D{)ppler velocimetry, 
was modified to outain blade passage midspan surface pressure measurements. A range of 
predicted subsonic and transonic midspan surface pressures were compared favorably with 
experimental measurements. Two-dimensional Mach number. now angle. and turbulence 
intensity measurements were ubrained with a fibcr-uptics laser-Doppler veiocimeter. TIle 
me asurements were perfoffilcd through a 1.0922 mill imeter opening in the emlwall at depths 
ranging from 0.01 mm to 3.34 mm and the results were compared with numerical 
predictions. 
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I. INTI{QDUCTIO:'lol 
Advanccd a~ropropulsion systems have required substantial technological 
improvemellls in rurbomachinery. These depend on the availability of complex analysis and 
experimental tools. A thorough understanding of the generation and development of 
secondary flows in annubr blade rows has provided insight inco the design and pcrfonnance 
of lu rbomachinery. Sccundary flows. together with tip leakage flows , produce considerable 
flow distonions and lo,ses in the endwall region. [Ref. 1) These losses can Dc minimized and 
turbomachinery efficiency can be improved with a more precise understanding of the flow 
mechanics and the ability to numerically predict the flow field. 111e current emphasis on 
turbomachinery design centers on numerical analysis. 
This report specifically documents the investigation of the flow through :ill armubr 
tu rbine cascade (ATe). References 2 through <\ include continuing research ill thc ficld of 
laser-Doppler velocimetry (LDV) and numerical prediction in a large annular turbine 
cascade. The authors provided ellperimental two and three-dimensional velocity, fl ow angle, 
and turbulence intensity at conStant axial positions within an ATC passage. These 
measurements, in addition 10 vane surface statl!: pressure measurements, supplied a test case 
for three-dimensional turbomachinery computer programs. They concentrated on obtaining 
comparisons ahead of, inside, and downstream of the blade passage and concluded that the 
largest difference between e:r;perimental and computational results was in the endwall region 
where viscous and secondary flow effects wefC the greatest 
Two previous invcstigations of the now through the ATC have been conducted at the 
Naval Postgraduate School. Reference 5 included design and manufacturing infonnation of 
the annular tu rbine cascade that was developed (0 detennine the limitations of LDV 
measurements in a confined annulus. Reference 6 included additional laser and pressure 
probe access modifications and initial LDV mcasurements to the same ATe. TIlis report 
includes further ATe modifications for midsp3Il bladc surface pressure measurements and 
LDV measurement techniques of the endwall l1ow. Radial two-dimensional fiber-opt ic probe 
traverses were pcrfumled, through a small access hole in the outer casing, to coillcide with the 
numerical ellit plane. Circumferemial surveys were obtained at differem radial locations close 
to the endwall. Blade midspan surface pressures were measured within one blade passage at 
various inlet IOtal-to·do\\onstrca.rn hub-slatic pressure ratios. Bla:1e surface pressure and 
endwall flow measurements were compared with numerical predictions obtained using a 
three-dimensional viscous computer program . 
The two most notewonhy comparisons were at a subsonic pressure ratio and a 
pressure ratio corresponding to sonic exit conditions. Comparisons with the LDV data were 
performed at the subsonic flow condition. The numerical blade surface pressure distributions 
compared well with the experimental results, panicularly for the sonic Chit condition for 
which trailing edge shocks were predicted. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
A. TEST FACILITY AND A!'I;NULAR TuRBINE CASCADE 
Airi1uw for tht: annular turbine cascade experiIllt:IlI was provided by a VA -3 12 Allis 
Chalmers 12-stagc axial-flow compressur localed at the TUrDupmpulsion Laboratory of the 
Naval Pustgraduate SchooL The compressor wa~ operated al 12 ,000 rpm al various discharge 
pressure~ and provided mctered air to a plenum chamber. Air from the plenum was muted 10 
a 232 .918 mm (9.170 in) diameter bellmouth and te~t ~ection through honeycomb now 
straighteners in a 254 mill (10 in) flanged steel pipe as shown in Figures 1 and 2. 
Figure 1. Front View of Experimental Apparatus 
Flow stagnation pressure was measured at two upstream locatiolL'l One combination 
probe provided pressure-sening information to a mcrcury manometer board and a digital 
readout of flow stagnation temperature, whilt: the ~econd probe was cOllllccted to a Scanivalve 
(Figure 2, lower righl). Four (avt:raged) upstream ~tatic puns and fUUT (averaged) inner hub 
downsueam (one-half axial choro) static pons were also connected w a Scanivalve for 
automated pressure data acquisition. 
Figure 2. Top View of Expc:imcn:al Apparatus 
Atomized glycerir: p::t1i~les cors(iru!ed the LDV seed material which were introduced 
through a 7.938 Elm (0.313 in) diameter tupper tube approximately::;:) tube diameters 
upstream of the test section. Seed atomization was pcrfonned using a commercial 1'SI, Inc., 
Six-Jet Atomize: connected to the laborawry compressed air supply. Laser tr:lVerse 
mechanism buffet, caused by the exiting flow. was minimized with a prefabricatp-<! aluminum 
cone (Figurc 2, upper centu) and Reference 6 showed t.'1at flow characteristics wcrc unaltered 
with the cone anachcd. 
Each blade was designed with a combination of simple circular arcs and line segments 
and included a leading edge radius of 2.413 mm (0.095 in), nailing edge radius of 0.305 
mm (0.012 in), and axial choro of 24.77 mm (0.975 in). The annular stator row was 
manufactured from 2218-1'61 aluminum and consisted of 31 hlades with a midspan spacing 
of 21 .77 mm (0.857 in), resulting in a blade solidity of 1_14. The inm:r huh radius was 
98.93 mm (3.895 in) and the outer case radius was 116.46 mm (4.585 in) with the same 
profile al all radii. Reference 5 included the original set of manufacturing drawings and 
Reference 6 included a description of the wake positioning system. 
B. PRESSURE Jl.lEASUREMENT MOlllF1CATlONS 
The original ATe did not provide the capability to measure blade surface pressures. 
Within a single passage, seven suction-side SllItic pons and four pressure-side slatic pons were 
drilled orthogonal to the blade surface at midspan. Figures 3 and 4 show front and rear views 
of tile instrumcnted blades. As shown in Figure 5, each static port was 0.406 mm (0.016 in) 
in diameter and each span wise hole was 1.321 mm (0.052 in) in diameter. 
All spanwise holes werc scaled at the tips and stainless steel tubes were cemented into 
the hub openings. The tubes wcn: connected to the Scanivalvc with plastic tubing which was 
fcd out through a sting from the cemer oody_ (Figures 1 and 2) Each port'~ circumferential 
posi tion was measured using a 2_375 mm (0.0935 in) diameter stylus and later converted 
graphically to an a"ial chord position to allow computational comparisons. Figure 5 shows 
pon numbering and dimensions 
Figure 3. Blade Leading Edge View With Pressure Measurement Modifications 
Figure 4. Blade Traili ilg Edge View With Pressure Measurement Modifications 
Figure 5. Blade Static Pon Numbering Sequence And Dimensions 
C. PRESSURE DATA ACQUISITION 
The data acquisition syStem, for the pressure measurements, is Sh()wn schematically in 
Figure 6. All data acquisiti()n was remotely uJntrollect by a Hewlen-Packard 9000 colllJluter 
system . Appendix A contains the program utilized to conduct all pressure data acquisition 
A Scanivaive was COlmected to a Model HG-7lIK Scallivalve controller, which in tum was 
connected to a Hewlett-Packard, Model 3456A Digital Voluneter and Model 3495A Scanner 
via a HP-IB inSinlment bus. Scanivalve calibra tion was performed w within an accuracy of 
+/- 0.1 inches mercury Table Al in Appendix A re lates each Scanivalve pon La its respective 
pressure measurement. 
Figure 6. Pressure Data Acquisition Schematic 
D. LASER-DOPPLER VELOCIMETER 
Pan of the laser apparatus is shown in Figure 7. The probe, processor, computer, and 
traverse mechanism are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The LDV system is shown sehemal.ieally in 
Figure 8. A LEXEL Model 95 four-Watt argon-ion laser was t:onnected to a TSr. Inc., Model 
9201 ColorEurst muJl.icolor beam separator. The beam separator divided the incoming light 
into shifted and unshifted beams, with the shifted beam receiving a 40 MHz frequency shift 
from a Bragg cell. TIle two beams were further split into three polari7.ed pairs: green (514.5 
nm), blue (488 nm), and violet (476.5 nm). 
Individual couplers on the ColorBurst directed each beam to the laser probe via a 
fiber-optic cable. Each fiber-oplic probe contained receiving optics which directed the return 
signal to a TSI, Inc., Model 9230 ColorLink multicolor ret:civer. The ColorLillk provided 
photomultiplier and frequent:y-shifting functions. All conditioned CoJorLink signals were 
sent 10 a TSI, Inc., IFA-750 digital burst eorrelator where valid Doppler signals were 
identified and digitized. 
The fiber-opt ic probes were mounted to a UNTECH, Model 41583 traverse table 
An Applied Motion Products System 1618 traverse controller was used manually to control 
traverse table movement. All ColorLink and IFA·750 functions and LDV data processing 
were accomplished remotely by computer using TSl's menu-driven software, RND (FLOW 
INFORMATION DISPLAY) version 4.04. 
E. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
1, Midspan Surrace Pre~ure Measurements 
Midspan surface pressure measurements were obtained with the pressure data 
acquisition system. The pressure ratio (PraU was defined as the downstream hub-stalic 
pressure (PJJub) divided by the upstream stagnation pressure (PO). Each pressure raLio was set 
by metering the upstream stagnation pressure until a desired mercury manometer column 
height was achieved. Five pressure ratius (0.5070, 0.6041, 0.6815, 0.8077, and 0.9054) were 
considered and during each run all the blade surface pressures , PO, and I1lub were recorded 
2, Laser Alignment 
LDV alignment for endwall flow measuremenl.'l was accomplished as shown in Figure 
9. TIle objective of the LDY alignment procedure was to center the probe volume in the 
1.()922 mm optical access hole at a known and repealable radial dislance. The two-
dimensional fiber-optic probe was attached to a mounting-bracket micrometer which allowed 
Figt.! re 7 . LDY Bread Board (tvith Laser, Color Separa:or, and Receiving Optics ,Vlodule) 
Figure 8. LDV System Schematic 
probe radial travel in 0.01 mm increments. After zeroing the micrometer, the traverse table 
was manually advanced forward until the four beam separation was minimized, yet discemible 
with the naked eye (Figure 9, sketch A). The digital position-indicator reading on the 
traverse controller was noted and the process repeated for forward travel until the same imag~ 
reappeared. The midpoint of the traverse table positions was defined as the center of the 
prohe volume with the face of the optical access pLale as a radial reference point. Referencc 6 
dcscribed complete dimensions of the optical access plate. 
I ~OPtiCa1AcceSSHOle 
I 1.09221l1mdillmeler 4 
1.14 mm plate thickness 
I .:. 1 2 
: ! 3 
A B 
Figure 9. LDV Alignment Schematic 
Horizontal and vertical alignment posilions (Figure 9, SkdCh B) were obtained by 
!loling the digital position indicator on thc traverse controller as the probe volume touched 
thc lcfl(I). right(2). bottom(3), and top(4) inner edgc of the optical access hole. The 
horizontal and venical reference positions were defined as the center of the optical access 
hole. The probe was then traversed inward by 1.14 mm (the thickness of the optical access 
plate), at which point the center of the probe volume coincided with the outer (case) wall of 
the turbine ea~cade. This alignment technique was repeatable and ensured that the probe 
volume passed cleanly through the center of the optic.:J1 access hole. 
3. Endwall Mea~urements 
All endwall measurcmen~ were conducted at a pressure ratio of 0.9054. The laser 
beams were aligned with the downstream optical access hole as described above, and then 
traversed manually using the mounting-bracket micrometer. Radial end wall surveys al 0.01. 
0.06,0.18.0.42,0.89,1.78, and 3.34 mmimeters from the tip casing were conducted for 
peripheral (wake) angular se[[ings ranging from ·8 degrees to +8 degrees. One degree 
(wakc) position increments were achieved by circumferen!ially rotating the blade row and 
10 
center hody within the oUler casing. At each ci rcumferential position the inner section was 
secured in place wi th a locking bolt arrangement, the design of which was ctocumentcd in 
Refcrence 6, Seeding posi tion, ColorLink, and IFA-750 scuings were adju.,ted for an 
optimum LDY data rate and minimum noise, All settings ensured a minimum data rate of 
100 sa.'llples per second, however. LDV data rate was ell.trcme:y sensitive to position of the 
wand which introduced seed into the tIow 
A 'random' mode processor setting allowed a total of 1,024 samples between the green 
and blue charmels with no user control over sample distribution. The 'coincidence' mode 
acquired 1,024 samples for each channeL Repeatability measurements for endwall velocity, 
flow angle, and TUrbulencc intens ity werc separately conducted at three wake positions fOT 
both modes, A minimum pressure ratio was determined before data Tale conditions became 
unacceptable. Raw data were convened within FIND and manually transferred to a 
spreadsheet fo r further processing, 
11 
12 
Ill. COMPUTATIONAL FLUID Dyr-,'AMICS 
A. GRID GENERATION 
Grid generation was completed using the FORTRAN language program 
"Turbomachinery C GRID (TCGRID)" [Ref. 7]. TCGRlD inputs consisted of four lincs of 
namelist inputs followed by a title, hub and tip geometry, and blade geometry. 'Ine blade 
geometry was inplll in cylindrical coordinates (z. theta, r) starting at the blade trailing edge 
and wrapping clockwise. TIle blade inputs were completed in stacked sections from the hub 
to the tip. The grid used. with resolution of 150 ~ 31 J; 65 (i , j . k), was the same as that 
generated in Reference 6. The i- index was defined clockwise from the lower (pressure 
surface) exit to the upper (suction sUlfaee) exit, the j-inde~ was defined from the blade 
surface to the periodic boundary, and the k -i nde~ was defined from the hub to the lip. All 
computational solutions were based on this gird. The final grid is shown in Figure 10 
Appendix B contains the grid namelist input file: and Figurc B I shows the blade geometry. 
B, COMPUTATIONAL SCHEME 
Flowfield solutions were obtained using two versions (206 and 208) of "Rotor Viscous 
Code 3-D (RVC3D)". a FORTRAN language program designed for analysis of lhrce-
dimensional viscous flows in tu rbomachinery. RYC3D was written to solve the thin-layer 
Navier-Stokes equations in Cartcsian coordinates. The equations were discretized using 
second-order finite-differences in space and solved in time with a tOIlIth-order Runge-Ku\la 
scheme. Stream wise viscous Icons were neglected using a thin-layer assumption, bUl cross· 
channel viscous terms were retained. A spatially·varying time step and implicit rt:sidual 
smoothing were uscd to accelerate convergence. [Refs. 8-10] Turbulence effects were 
modeled using a 3-D adaptation of the Baldwin-Lomax: model and the Cebeci -Smith modcl. 
RVC3D version ZOO was used to predict the nowfield for pressure ratios of 0.6041, 
0.6815.0.8071, and 0.9054. Thc turbu lcncc in thc fiowfield was computed with an 
adaptation of the Cebeci-Smith turbulence model. TIlis version of RVC3D only 
accommodated subsonic exil boundary conditions whereby the hllb static pressure was held at 
the pressure ratio and radial equilibrium was solved for the spanwise pressure distribution. 
Version 208 of RVC3D was used for the 0.5070 pressure ratio, which pr(lduced trailing edgc 
shocks that extendcd to thc exit plane. TIlis newer version allowed for a supersonic exit 
boundary condition where the exit oonditions were based on Giles' characteristic boundary 
conditions [Ref. 11 ]. The Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model was used for this test case since 
l3 
Figure 10 Three-Dimensional Multiple Grid (150 x 31 x 65) 
~ 'bug' was discovered that would nOl allow the code to properiy recogni7.C the Cebeci-Smith 
turbuiellce model [Ref. 12J. The code's author ha.-; since corrected the program. 
Appendix C contains an example namclist input file used to obtain a flow solution 
and a description of the sleps required to run the codc on the Naval Postgraduate School 
(NPS) and National Aerodynamic Simulation Program (NAS) Cray supercomputers. Output 
solution file ([on.3) infomJalion was visually e\amined with FAST and PLOTJD graphics 
software lRefs. 13 and 14). Solution residual files ([ortA) . blade surface pressure files 
(fort. 7). and Mach number and flow angle files (fort. 7·1 J) were calculated from the soltllion 




IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. BLADE MIDSPAN SURFAC E PRESSUH MEASUREMENTS 
Experimental blade·surface pressure measurements were averaged and a maximum 
repeatability error was calculated. Each blade static pon reading was non·dimensionalized by 
the upStream stagnation pressure (Po). (n order to provide an experimental comparison with 
Reference 6 for the 0.681 5 pressure ratio, e)lpcrimental repeatability was confirmed by 
conducting si)l runs; three runs each on separate days (Tahles 01 and D2 of Appendix 0) 
The maximum repeatability error wa~ 0.g7% , All other mean pressure data were based on a 
threc run average at each pressure rat io and resulted in a m3Ximum repeatability error 
ranging from 0.66% at the lowest pressure rdt io down to 0.22% at the highest pressure ratio. 
Table I contains cach midspan static pon location and non·dimensional pressure 
measurement for all C)lperimental pressure ratios. Tables D3 through D6 of Appendix D 
contain pressu re data for pressure ratios of 0.5070,0.6041,0.8077, and 0.9054 respect ively 
Table I. Non-Dimensional Midspan Surface Pressure (P/Po) 
8. LASER· DOPPLER VELOCIMETRY MEASUREMENTS 
Two·dimensional LOV measurements were obtained to all approximak depth of 3.34 
mm through a 1.0922 mm (0.043 in) diameter hole located one-half axial chord 
downstream. All LOV data were acquired at a pressure ratio of 0.9054 and are tabulated in 
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Tables E I through E5 of Appendill E. All data resulted from programmed editing of 
histograms by the FIND software and data outside two standard deviations were discarded. 
TIle allial velocity (Vz) and ta.ngential velocity (Vthctal wen;: combined to fonn the 
total velocity (Vtotal) as shown in Figure 1 I. Aow velocities are seen to decrease towaro the 
case wall. The boundary laycr was distorted due to secondary flows and wake and comer 
vortices that fonn within the blade passage. Two-dimensional endwall flow angle was defined 
as the are tangent of the tangential velocity divided by the allial velocity and is shown 
graphically in Figure 12. Periodicity is evident over 11.6 degrees (31 blades). 
Turbulence intensities wcre Calculated with respect to the mallimum downstream ellit 
velocity (VelliiJ. Figures 13 and 14 show turbulence intensity in both the tangential and axial 
directions. The tangentiallUrbulcnce intensity is seen to be higher, !Xlssibly due to the steep 
gradient of the V(heta mean-Dow profile in the radial direction. 
The 0.9054 pressure ratio provided excellent seeding conditions and ATe vibrations 
were low. Data rates ranged from apprclllimatcly 300 samples per second at the 3.34 mm 
depth to 150 samples per second at the 0.01 mm deplh. Seeding material slowly accumulated 
inside the lower portion of the optical access hole and interfered with LDV data acquisition 
Ocea~ionally, the atomizer was secured and seed material allowed to disperse. Hole alignment 
and laser power (1.5 Watts) were periodically verified as these coulel drift due to temperature 
changes. Endwall measurement tectmiques did not provide pressure equalization across the 
optical access hole. During one ellploratory run a minimum pressure ratio of 0.80 was 
achieved before the data rates deteriorated to unacceptable levels. 
A random mode comparison resulted in an average repeatability difference of 2.9%, 
0.6%,6.4%, and 7.0% for vciocity, flow angle, tangential turbul ence intensity, and axial 
turbulence intensity respectively. Figures 15 through 23 graphically depict velocity, flow 
angle, and turbulence intensity random mode repeatability data for wake posi tions of +7,0, 
and -8 degrees. A random anel coincidence mode comparison resulted in an average 
mallimum difference of 0.4%,0.2%,4.1 %, and 6.3% for velocity, flow angle. tangential 
turbulence intensity, and axial turbulence intensity respectively. Tables Fl and F2 of 
Appendi:w; F contain LOV repeatability da ta. 
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Figure 17. LOY Endwali Row Velocity Repeatabil ity At -8 Degrees Wake Position 
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Figure 18. LDY Endwall Flow Angle Repeatability At +7 Degrees Wake Position 
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Figure 19. LDV Endwall Flow Angle Repeatability At 0 Degrees Wake Position 
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Figure 20. LDV EndwalJ Flow Angle Repeatability At -8 Degrees Wake Position 
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Figure 22 L DV Erulwall Turbulence Repeatability At {) Degrees Wake Position 
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Figure 23. LDV Enll\\·all Turbulence RepeatabHity At -8 Degrees Wake Position 
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C. NUMERICAL COMPARlSO~ 
Computational Auid Dynamic (CFD) solutions were nm with the same pressure ratios 
used in the experiments. Appendi:< G briefly describes the computatioual data reduction 
process and programs utilized. Graphical output of the numerical results was useful in 
obtaining a qualitative understanding of the now characteristics. 
1. Blade Midspan Surface Pressures 
Relerence 6 predicted hub, midspan and tip surface pressures at a pressure ratio of 
0.68 Figure 24 shows a comparison hetween numerical and experimental blade surface 
pressures at midspan for a pressure ratio of 0.6815. The suction surface curve suggests that 
the position of the blade passage throat was at 0.8 of a:<ial chord and, ill fact, the throat was 
located bclwl:en sIalic pons fi ve and silt. The minimum and maximum values at stalic pons 
five. si:<. and seven may be due 10 the boundary layer interaction at the blade's blunt trailing 
edge. Figures 25 through 28 stmw a comparison between numerical and e:<perimental blade 
midspan surface pressures at pressure ratios of 0.5070,0.6041,0.8077 and 0.9054 
respectively. Comparison of the blade surface measurements and the computational results 
generally show excellent agreement. 
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2. Mach Number and Flow Angle 
Two-dimensional Mach number and flow angle comparisons were made between 
numerical and experimental resu lt> for the surveys at each of the seven radial positions. 
Figurcs 29 through 32 compare Mach mllnber, while Figures 33 through 36 compare tIow 
angle at four selt:cted radial positions. 111e remaining comparisons an: included in Appendi.\ 
H. All comparisons were based on a circumkrential match between the experiment and 
computat ion. by shifting the latter to coincide Wilh the mea~ured profile. The specific 
matching was based on the maximum Mach number at the deepest radial position (3.34 mm) 
This matching was kept constant for the circumferential comparisons at all other spanwise 
locations. To depict flow periodicity and equivalently compare with experimental wake 
positions. the numerical solutions were repeated over one and one-half blade passages. 
Computed Mach numbers differed from the experimental values by an average 
12.7% between the surveys at 0.18 mm and 3.34 mm. 111e difference increased to 70.8% 
near the endwall , possibly due to a combination of LDV data velocity hiasing and insufficient 
grid resolution. Velocity biasing was estimated 10 cause an approximate 11 .0% velocity 
incrcase in the endwall region. 111e numerical solution at the endwail (0.01 mm) was based 
on the I~I k grid point in the radial direction. Computed 110w angles surprisingly onJy varied 
from the experimental values hy an averagc 3.2% (2.3 degrees). This was in contrast to the 
meaSurements in Reference 6 (Prat =0 0.68) which showed poor cmnparison between 
measu red and computed flow angles across the wake at 90 percent span 
TIle question of radial spatial error with the probe \'olume needed to be determined. 
TIle probe volume length and diameter (Figure 37) was calculated as 1.56 mm and 0.11 mm 
respectively. The probe volume had approximately 30 fringes across its minor axis and aJh:r 
data processing an average of 13 fringe crossings constituted a valid Doppler hurst. Since the 
IFA·750 digital burst eorrelator automatically centered the valid signal within the probe 
volume, an effective probe volume with length 1.39 mm and diameter 0.04 mm was obtained 
Figure 38 depicts, to sc1ile. the radial survey resolution that results from endwall depth and 
effective probe volume dimension~ . The decrease in relative spatial resolution close to the 
endwall also contributed to the lack of agreement between the :Mach number profiles (Figure 
32) . 
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Figure 31. Mach Number Comparison At 0.18 mm Depth 
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Figure 34. Wakl;: Flow Angle Companson At 0.89 mm Depth 
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Figurc 38. EndwalJ Measurement Schematic 
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D. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
1. Conver~ence History 
Solutions at pressure ratios of 0.5070, 0.6041 and 0.6815 fully com'erged after 
approx.imately 1,200 iterations. Figure 39 shows density residuals at 0.6815 pressure ratio 
after 10.200 iterations. Solutions for pressure ratios of 0.8077 and 0.9054 were initially 
ohtained after 1,200 iterations. but convergence did not occur (i.e. three ordeN of magnitude 
red uction of the residuals) until appro:<imalely 3.000 iterations. Figures II through 15 of 
Appendi:< J contain density-residual convergence history for all ex.amined pressure ratios 
RVCJD Residuals [0.6815 Pressure Rat io] 
1.00E-04 
I .OOE-05 \ ~ ~ I .OOE-06 .. :3 1.0DE ·07 
1.00E·08 
2000 4000 6000 80()() 10000 
Number of Iter a I ions 
FIgure 39, 0.68 15 Pressure Ratto Convergence lilstory (10.100 ItcraHons) 
2. Turbulence ~fodels 
At a pressure rat io of 0.8077. the code was run with the following turbulence models; 
RVC3D version 206 Cebcci·Smith 
RVC3D version 206 Baldwin-Lomax 
RVC3D version 208 BaldwiJl·Loma:< 
so as to assess the effect of different turbulence models on the solution. In all three cases, the 
code produced similar solutions. 
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3. Mach Nunlbcr Contours 
Figures 40 and 41 display exit plane Mach number eomours at pressure ratios of 
0.9054 and 0.5070 respectively. The Mach number contours between 25% and 75% span 
provide an indication of where the flow characteristics were well established. Boundary layers 
appear, as expected, to be thin ncar the endwall region and thicker near the hub. Spanwise 
wake curvature, due to secondary flows, is also apparent in the twO figures with Figure 40 
showing the greater curvature. 
Figure 42 displays midspan Mach number contours for the blade passage at 0.5070 
pressure ratio. TIle flow was strongly accelerated along the suction side . The acceleration of 
the flow to high local Mach numbers resulted in shocks at the throat and trailing edge. The 
wake was a merging of the pressure and suction side boundary layers. The trailing-edge 
shock extended across the wake from the adjacent (upper) blade, out to the exit plane of the 
grid. The sho(;k interdction with the wake caused the wake to narrow down, resulting in a 
wake which was repeatedly diffused and then coalesced. The shock strength decreased away 
from the trailing edge as a result of this interaction with the wake, which could be both 
physical and computational in nature. Because of the relatively good agreement between 
experiment and computation of the blade surface pressure field, it was fclt that the solution 
was realistic. Appendix J inc1udlo:s progrdm listings for a graphical display of multiple grids 
and corresponding numerical solutions 1"or use with PLOT3D. 
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Figure 40. Exit Plane Mach Contour~ (0.9054 Pressure Ratio) 
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Figure 41. Exit Plane Mach Contours (0 .5070 Pressure Ralio) 
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V CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
An experimental and computational investigation was conducted of thc flow through 
an annular turbine cascade. Computational pressure ratios (Prat). defin~d as the duwnstream 
hub-static pressure (PiJub) divided by the upstr~am stagnation pressur~ (PO), were chosen LU 
coincide with experimental test conditions. Downstream computatiunal and experim~ntal 
measurement locations w~rc chosen to coincide to provide a proper comparisun 
An existing annular turbinc cascade was modified to provide a capability to measure 
blade midspan sulface pressures. Experimental measurements of blade midspan surface 
pressures were obtaincd alld favorably compared with numerical predictions over a range of 
subsonic and transonic conditions. Measurements were repeatable with a maximum 
repeatability error of less than 0.87%. Numerical solutions converged 011 pressure within 
approximately 1,200 ileratiom 
The minimum and maximum pressure values on the suction surface close to the 
trailing edge should be invcstigatcd furthcr 10 confinn the influence of the re latively blunt 
ttailing edge. An inlet boundary layer survey, requiring a rig modification. Should be 
perfonned to supplement data ill Reference 6 and refine the inlet boundary conditions to the 
computational model. 
To supplement blade midspan surface pressures, blade pressure taps could be installed 
at other spanwisc locations to include the hub, tip, and possibly endwall locations. A tip gap 
could be created and a computational tip gap model introduced to investigate the endwall 
region. Blade tips, aIld the adjacent end wall. could be instrumented for pressure readings and 
a numerical and experimental comparison conducted to obtain ins ight into tip leakagc flows . 
In addition, an LDY optical-access window could be installed over the tip region to measure 
tip-gap !low chara(..1eristics. 
Successful measuremcnts of two· dimensional velocity, flow angle. and turbulence 
intensity through a 1.0922 mm diameter casing-access hole werc demonstrated. All LDY 
data were acquired one-half axi al chord downstream over seven radial positions and 17 
separate peripheral displacemcnts. Experimental flow vclocities were increased from thuse of 
Reference 6 mainly dUI;: to Ule availability and use of a digital burst correlator in place of a 
signal proccssor. AlulOUgh alll..DY data reponed herein were acquired at 0.9054 pressure 
ratio , measurementS were attempted at 0.80 pressure ratio and some data were ootained: 
however, low data rate and enctwall hole vibrations prevented a complete survey 
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The comparison of computational and experimental Mach number and flow angle 
yielded an average 12.7% difference in Mach number and 3.2% (2.3 degrees) difference in 
flow angle. All experimental measuremenL~ were repeatable to an average uncertainty 
ranging from 0.2% to 7.0% for velocity. flow angle. and turbulence intensity in both random 
and coincidence data processor modes. All numerical and experimental comparisons were 
based on a circumferential match of maximum Mach number at the 80.9% (3.34 mm) span 
location. An investigation of other circumferential matching options should be conducted to 
explore the effect on the degree of agreement (i. e. minimum Mach number circumferential 
matching). 
LDV alignment and radial survey procedures were devised and repeated. The probe 
volume pa~sed cleanly through the optical access hole and radial surveys were conducted to 
provide complete coverage for data recording. Probe volume dimensions were further 
refined to aid in estimates of radial-position accuracy. Introduction of a second fiber-opties 
probe for three component measurements would decrease the effective probe volume and 
increase radial position accuracy. The ability to resolve endwall flow characteristics and 
eventually flow tip losses appears to be promising. 
The present hardware did not provide pressure equalization aeross the optical access 
hole. A rig modification is required to equalize the pressure at the measurement location and 
eliminate any influence the opening might have on the flow chardcteristics. Also. the coarse 
peripheral (wake) poSitioning mechanism needs modification to allow more precise 
adjustment. Experimental peripheral positioning uncertainties may contribute to differences 
in the compared data 
Future effons with computational fluid dynamics should include modeling the inlet 
be1lmouth and center body, and conducting a turbulence model sensitivity analysis in the 
endwall region. Increased grid resolution in the endwall region would be beneficial. The 
experimental 99.9% span location coincided with the final k grid point and may account for 
the 70.8% difference between the experimental and computed Mach numbers. Finally, a 
detailed investigation into transonic and sonic flow conditions could be conducted to examine 
the bladc·passage and trailing-edge shock locations and subsequent interactions, both 
computationally and experimentally. 
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APPENDIX A. PRESSURE DATA ACQUISITION 
Pressure data acquisition was accomplished using a Hewlett-Packard 9CXlO computer 
system with the following program 
10 !FlLE NAME: BILLSP 
20 !DISK LA~EL: "'fAUSTIN" 
30 !LAST MODlAED 10(17/94 BY LT BILL OO:\'OVAN 
40 !THlS PROGR."-1vI RECORDS AND REDUeS,> MEASURED PRESSURES FRO.\{ A 
50 'SCA."IIVALVE CO:t>.'NECfED TO 11 STATIC PRESSURE PORTS 0:"1 ATC 
60 ! VARIABLES/ PORT CONNECllO.\lS ... 
70 VccDESIRED SN 
80 A",PRESENT SN PORT 
90 C",CHANNEL 
100 Voltage ()=DYM VOLTAGE READING FOR EACH PORI 
110 S=SCANNER NUMBER 
120 Pinhg=BI\ROl'vfETR IC PRESSURE IN lc".JHG 
130 Pamb=:BARQMETRIC PRESSURE (psi) 
140 AMHIENT PRESSURE ... # 1 
ISO CALIBRATION PRESSURE .. ,#2 
160 REFEREKCE VPSTREA.M TOTAL PRESSURE .PORT #4 
170 I1\'NER HUB STATIC PRESSURE ... rORT#5 
1 SO UPSTREAM STATIC PRESSURE...PORT #6 
190 ATC PASSAGE;: PORTS #J -#11 ... S/V PORTS #9-#19 
200 Prat= INNER HUB STATIC/RErERE:-JCE UPSTR£A.\-l TOTAL 
210 TSlag=UPSTREAM STAGNATION TEl\-IPERATURE IN DEGREES F 
220 OPTION BASE 1 
230 CLEAR SCREEN 
240 PRII\'TER IS CRT 
250 DISP "PLEASE WAIT WHILE RESE'ITING SCAKIVALVE TO PORT #1"' 
260 PRINr 
270 V= 5 
28 0 A= ! 
290 GOS[JB Read 
300 DIM Y(20) 
310 D(\1 Voltage(50) 
320 DLM P(50) 
330 l..iWUT "ENTER MOl\'TH, DAY, YEAR (LE.Q2, 04, 94)'", Y(3), Y(5), YO) 
340 lc.WUT "ENTER RUN #: n, Y(9) 
350 PRINTER IS 711 
360 PRLVf USING nK, ~O, '"" /" '", DO, '" "/'" ',DO", "DATE OF RUN: '" , Y(3), Y(S), Y(7) 
370 PRINT "DATA RUN '", Y(9) 
380 PRINfUSING '" /, 5X, K, DDD, I,2 X , K. 15X, K , 17X, K", "SCANlVAL¥E# ", V . 
"Pon", "Volts"', "Psi" 
390 PRIl'.'TER IS CRT 
400 PRINT" ZERO DVM ON SCANIVALVE #5. PORT #1..: 
4 10 PRINT 
4 20 PRINT " SET 20 inhg FOR SCANlVALVE CALIBRATION 
430 PRINT 
440 PR~"T H ADJUST SPAN FOR DV}'1 = 0.009823 VOLTS ON PORT #2 ..... 
4 50 PRINT 
4 60 PRIN"T "ENSURE DESIRED PRESSURE RATIO IS SET .. ." 
4 70 INPUT "'ENTER BAROlV1ETRIC PRESSURE IN L'<HG"', Pinhg 
4 30 L"lPUT "ENTER HIGHEST SCANIV AL VE PORT # NEEDED", Nports 












































PRINT "**,.. PRESS CONTINUE WHEN READY TO TAKE DATA"' ... ·· 
PAUSE 
'''' ......... ''' ................ ''' .. ''' ..... " ............ **.****.** *"*,,**"***" 
!RECORD TIIE PRESSURE DATA FOR THIS RUN 
OUTPUT 722; "FIRIT IMOZI" ! SETS t JP HP3456A DVM 
V=5 !SCANIVALVE #5 DESIGNATED 
5=1 !HP3495A SCAN #1 DESIGNATED 
FOR A= 1 TO Nports 
GOSUB Read 
WAIT 2.0 
gt;g:~ ~gi; ~~~G "DOD ; ~~~E!tc~C~~t :lAD S(v 
TRIGGER 722 
ENTER 722; Voltage(A) 
P(A)=(Voltage(A) - Voltagc(J»*JOOO+Pamb 
PR11'.'TER IS CRT 
PRINT USING "2X,DDD,7X,7DD.DDDDDDD,8X,7DD,DDDD ; A, Voltage(A), P(A) 
PRINTER IS 711 
PRl!\'T USING "2X,DDD,7X,7DD.DDDDDDD,8X,7DD.DDDD"; A, Yoltagc(A), peA) 
NEXT A 
Pral=P(5)1P(4) 
PRINT "Prot == ", Prat 
PRINT "UPSTREAM STAGNATIONTE}.1PERATl}RE WAS (DEG Fl", Tstag 
PRINT "INPUT BAROMETRIC PRESSURE IN (inhg) WAS ". Pinhg 
!****",***"""SUBROUTINE TO POSITION AND READ S{V PORTS***""**** 







IF P(A)=A THEN Finish 
OUTPUT 701; "C" 
OUTPUT 701 USING "DDD";V-l 






The following table relates each Scanivalve pon to its respective pressure 
Ambient Pressure 
Calibration Pressure (sct at 20 inches hg) 
Not Used 
Upstream Total Pressure (P 1 
Downstream Hub Static Pressure <Phubl 
Upstream Slatic Pressure (Pstaticl 
Not Used 
Not Used 
Blade Static Port #1 (at Icadin edge) 
iO Blade Static Pon #2 (suction side) 
11 Blade Static Port #3 (suction side) 
12 Blade Static Pon #4 (suction side) 
13 Blade Static Port #5 (suction side) 
14 Blade Static Pon #6 (suction side) 
15 Blade Static Pon #7 (suction side) 
16 Blade Static Pon #8 (at leading: ed e) 
17 Blade Static Pon #9 (pressure side) 
18 Blade Static Pon #10 ( ressure side) 
19 Blade Static Port #11 (pressure side) 
Table A 1. Pressure Data Acquisition Connections 
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APPENDIX B. GRID GENERATION Il\l'UT FILE 
Grid generation was completcd on Silicon Graphics Indigo II workstations The 
foUowing TCGRlD nameliSI file was utilized \0 obtain tile final grid. 
&Ilanll im=150 jm=3 1 km=65 itl=20 icap=18 kld=3 merid;O &end 
&nam2 nle=16 nte=1O dsle=.018 dste=-.003 dshub=.C004 dstip=o.lXX)4 
dswte=.OO I dswc:I:"'.06O dSlhr=l . dsmin=.OOO4 dsma:l:=.025 
dsra=.45 rcom=.098 &end 
&nam3 iterm=l00 idbg"'O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 aabb:::.5 ccdd=.45 &cnd 
&nam4 zbc:o- 1.5 . 1.5 05 -1.5 -1.5 .5 
rbe= 3.895 3.895 3.R95 4.585 4585 4.585 &end 





4. 58 5 4.585 
2 51 31 
-7.8999996E·03 ·9.920ooo IE-03 -1.2000000E·02 ·1.408000010·02 
·1.01oooo1E·02 · 1.7999999E-02 · 1.97l0001E·02 ·2 .1190001E·02 
-2 .2390001£:-02 -2.328ooo0E-02 -8.104000210-02 -0.1 503800 
-0.230891Xl -0.3219400 -0.4228500 -0.5328500 -0.6511000 
-0.7893000 ·0.9275000 -0. 9410600 -0.9527700 ·0.9622700 
-0.9692700 -0.9735600 -0.9750000 -0.9735600 -0.9692700 
-0.9622700 ·0.9527700 -0.9410700 -0.9275000 -0.9124900 
·0. 8250000 -0.7200000 -0.6()()(X)OO -0.4560000 -0.3440000 
-0.2730000 -0.2200000 -0.1820000 -0.1160000 -5.9OO0oooE-02 
-1.7000001E-02 O.OOOOOOOE+OO -1. 82200ooE-04 -7.2359998E-04 
-1.6 100000E-03 -2.8100000E-03 -4.2900001 E-03 -6.0000001 E·03 
-7 .8999996E-03 -0.2349885 -0.2351 271 -0.235 1733 -0.235127 1 
-0.2349885 -0.2347600 -0.2344519 -0.2340719 -0.2336329 
-0.233 1451 -0.1980565 -0.1643980 -0.1324210 -0.102367 1 
-7.4464694E·02 -4.8926830E-02 -2.59460861'-02 -4.6726577E-03 
\. 66 18744E-02 1.9057767E·02 2.20616HiE-02 2.554557IE-02 
2.9399229E-02 3.3504494E-02 3.7740692E-02 4.1 97689IE-02 
4.6082158E-02 4.9935814E-02 S.3417202E-02 5.6423619E-02 
5.8862645E-02 6.0659818E-02 6.93 19643E-02 7.1887039E-02 
6.7522466E-02 5.1347882E-02 2.567394IE-02 O.OOOOOOOE+OO 
-2.5673941E-02 ·5.1347882E -02 -0.1026958 -0. 1540437 
-0.20539 15 ·0.2320924 ·0.2326265 -0.2331451 -0.2336329 
-0.2340719 -0.2344519 -0.2347600 ·0.2349885 3.895000 
3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 
3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 
3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 
3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 
3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 
3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 
3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 
3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 3.895000 
3.895000 3.895000 -7.8999996E-03 -9.9200001E-03 
-1.200ooooE-02 -1.4080000E-02 - J .61 00001 E-02 -1 .7999999E-02 
·1.9710001E-02 -2.1 190001E-02 -2.2390001E-02 ·2 .3280000E·02 
45 
-8.10400028-02 -0.1503800 -0.2308900 -0.3219400 -0.4228500 
-0.5328500 -0.6511000 -0.7893000 -0.9275000 -0.9410600 
-0.9527700 -0.9622700 -0.9692700 -0.9735600 -0.9750000 
-0.9735600 -0.9692700 -0.9622700 -0.9527700 -0.9410700 
-0.9275000 -0.9124900 -0.8250000 -0.7200000 -0.6000000 
-0.4560000 -0.3440000 -0.2730000 -0.2200000 -0.1820000 
-0.1160000 -5.90000008-02 -1.70000018-02 0.00000008+00 
-1.82200008-04 -7.23599988-04 -1.61000008-03 -2.8\000008-03 
-4.29000018-03 -6.00000018-03 -7.89999968-03 -0.\996249 
-0.1997426 -0.1997819 -0.1997426 -0.1996249 -0.1994308 
-0.1991690 -0.1988462 -0.1984733 -0.1980589 -0.1682508 
-0.1396576 -0.1124929 -8.69618288-02 -6.32584478-02 
-4.15637948-02 -2.20414408-02 -3.96946588-03 1.41177768-02 
1.61897488-02 1.87415488-02 2.1701200E-02 2.4974918E-02 
2.84623788-02 3.2061070E-02 3.56597608-02 3.9147221E-02 
4.24209 39E-02 4.5378406E-02 4. 79323868·02 5.0004359E-02 
5.15310768-02 5.8887679E-02 6.1068702E-02 5.73609628-02 
4.362050IE-02 2.18102508-02 O.OOooooOE+OO -2.1810250E-02 
-4.362050\E-02 -8.724 1001£-02 -0.1308615 -0.1744820 
-0.1971647 -0.\976183 -0.1980589 -0 .1984733 -0.1988462 
-0.1 991690 -0.1994308 -0.1996249 4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 
4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 
4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 
4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 
4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 
4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 
4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 
4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 4.585000 

















1 14 .,~ 
Figure B1. Blade Geometry From Ref. [61 
APPENDTX C. RVC3D SAMPLE INPUT AND EXECUTION 
The following input namelist e:-::arnplc was fu r a 0.68 15 pressure ratio with subsonic 
exit boundary conditions and Ceheci-Smith turbulell(;1: modeling 
TRAKSONIC TURBINE Armular Cascade' 
&nll im= 150 jm= 31 krn=65 i11=20 iil=67 &end 
&nl2 cfl=5.5 aviscl=O.O avisc2=O.O avisc4",O.50 ivdt=1 nstg=t itrnax=1200 
irs=1 epb;O.50 epj=O.60 epk=O. 60 &end 
&n13 ihcin=3 Ibcex",3 isyrnt=O ires=JO icmt=50 
iresti=O iresto=1 ibcpw=O iqin=O &end 
&n14 ernxx=O.13 crnty=O.O crnrl=U.O e:-::pt=O.O prat=O.6815 ga=I.4 
om=O.OOOOlX) igeorn=1 ale:-::=-67.0 &end 
&n15 il t=3 \w=1.00 re=6.651e6 pmr; .7 pnr=.9 vispw"", .666666 
snip=O.O emutm=14. jedge=31 kedge=20 il lin=2 db1h--;O.0048 dbll=O.017~ &cnd 
&n16 io 1= 1 i02=165 oa"",O. ixjh""O njo=l nko=3 
jo=1 ko=5 I I 16 &end 
Runs un llle NPS Cray computer took appro:-::imately 12 hours for a 1.200 iteratiun 
convergence :md were accomplished with the <.:ommand: 
>qsub myjob.nqs 
where the file myjoh.nqs was as follows : 
myjob.nqs 
#QSUB -q prem -IT 50000 -Th--f 9Mw 
cd /d l/whdonova 
/exec.rvc3d < rvc3d.in> rvc3d.oul 
Runs on the NASA Ames Rcsearch Ccntl:r Cray computer look approximately I hour 
for a 1,200 iteration convergence and were accomplimed willI the <.:ommand: 
>qsub -1m lOMw -It 14400 rvc3d.cum 
where the file rvc3d.com was as follows: 
fvc3 d.com 
cd /mfo'O/'I3/wdunov:11l 
/exec.rvc3d < rvc3d.in > fvc3 d.oUI 
47 
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Table 05. 0.8077 Pressure Rallo Scnes 
53 
Table 06. 0.9054 Pressure Ratio Series 
54 
APPENDIX E. LDV DATA 
"'I 
," 
!.wAng!e · thet~ 
Table El. LDV Data (Wake Positions of ·8, -7, ·6, and -5 Degrees) 
55 
, .. "W'. I~'. 
a .ta, ' ~ . 
ake Posilion epth 
aogr ... 
Table E2. LDV Data (Wake Position~ of -4, -3, ·2, and -J Degrees) 
56 
'",- - ":'", 
IO"An~k "':ih~'i. 
dogr ... 10 
-'" '.~' 
"' 
Tahle E3. LDV Data (Wake Positions of 0, 1, 2, and 3 Degrees) 
57 
to"'! I ]'.l'C~ o"'Angle ·thota 
d~,re.. 'uro.lnt. 'urn. Int. 
stJ.glnh 




Table E5. LOY Data (Wake Position of 8 Degrees) 
,. 
60 
APPENDIX F. LDV REPEATABILITY DATA 
QW ngle -tet.>. 
d"l: r ... 





Tahlc F2. LDV Repeatability Data (Wake Position of 7 Degre~s) 
62 
APPENDTX G. COMPUTATIONAL DATA REnUCTlON 
Residual (fort.4) and P/Pu (fon.7) files were pmdu(;oo from the solution (fort.3) fi \l;:s 
using the FORTRAN program pxy.f. 
Program pxy.f 
c .. "' .. • .. '" ..... * * .. ***** * ** .* •• * .. * .. *. ***** ••• ** .... . * * . ... ,,** ... .. ... .. 
C p)l:y.f reads rvc3d files & writes ascii fiks for gnuplOi 
c wlit 1 == input xyz file 
C unit 3 == input q file 
c unit 7 == output blade pressures on 5 k-planes 
c uni t 4 '" output residual history c··· .. ·· .. · .. ···· .. "' .. ·**·*,.····*· ........................... ***.** • ••••• ,. 
parameter( oi= ISO,oj=3!. nk=65) 
reru x(ni,nj,nIt).y(nLnj,nk),l(nLnj,nk) 
real qq(S,ni ,nj .llk),resd(5000.5) 
real pk(5),xk(5) 
dimension kk(5) 
c k·values are hard-wired below (hub, 25%, 50%, 75% , tip) 
data kk!2.27,33,39,G4/ c· ···**· .. ··,.· .. · ... **· .. • *** .. .... . .. ...... ... .. . .... ... * ••• ** • • "*"*"''' 
c read grid coordinates 
c '" "' ... " ....... ,.."'",. "'''". "' .. ,. '" "' .... "' .... .. "'" .. " .... '" ~ .. .... .. .. "' .... "'." ""' .. ",,, ... ,. ...... 
read( l,·)im,jm,km 
read( 1,")( «x(ij,k),i= 1 ,im) ,j"" I ,jm ),k== 1 ,km), 
1 « (y(ij,k),i=l.im),j= 1 jm),k== 1,km), 
2 «(zOJ ,k),i=Um),j= l,jm).k==i,krn) 
c .. ·"'* .... • ••• • .. • .. * .... * .. "'* .. *"''''**** ...... ''' ,.·*· * .. .... ·* ...... '''··''' ................. .. 
c read reslan file 
e .. " .... •• . .. . .... " ............. ~ .... ,. ..... .. ........ . .. * ... " .. ..... .... **"." * ......... " 
read(3, " )imaJl: ,jmaJi:,krnax 
read(3,·)fsmach ,aipha,re ,time 





read(3, *)««qq(i,i J,k) ,i= \ ,im),j= I ,jm),k= 1 ,km ),1= 1.5) 
c additional residual data 
rcad(3," )itl,iil,phdeg,ga,om,nres,dum,dum,dum,dum 
read(3, *)«resd(nr,J) ,nr= J ,nres ),1= I ,5) 
c······ . ..... ................. ...... .. * .. "' .... ... *.* ...... "' . ..... . '" ... "' ........... .. 
c ps/pO output 10 unit 3 














do 7 i=ill,ilr 
7 x(iJ,k)::(x(ij,k)-xmin)Jchord 
wrile(7,305)(kk(l)J=d ,5) 
do 20 i=ill,itr 
do 10 )=:1,5 
k=kk(l) 
pk(l)=ggm*(qq(5,ij,k)·,S*(qq(2,i,j,k)*"'2+qq(3,i,j,k)"'*2 
1 +qq(4,ij.k)**2)!qq( I ,i,j,k» 
10 xk(l)=x(ij,k) 
20 write(7 ,300)i,(xk(l),pk(l).l= 15) 
c"'*"'*****"'·**"'·****"'*·***"''''***·*·*'''****·'' "'*"''''.'''* ** *. "' ••• ** ..... 
c residual history output 10 unit 4 
coooo*oooooooooo· .. oo· .. ·oo .. oooo .. *** .... ******·****·*·* .. ·*· .. ·oo·oo· .. ·oo****.oo*** 




c" * •• * .. * ............. * * .. oo •• * ....... * •• * •• * * •• * "' ... *** **. * ..... * ........ ~ *. 
300 fonnat(i5,10flO.5) 
305 fonnatC k::',5(lh,i3» 
310 format(i5,5(1x,el O.3» 
610 fomlalC ... ** warning ".**'J, 
1 ' im, jm, km, read from input' ,3iS: do nO! match'J, 




The plane.f program from Reference 6 was modified to compare two-dimensional 
experimental and computational Mach number and wake flow angle. :vlach numbe r. based 
ou ~tagna!ion conditions, was redefined with respect to tangential and axial velocity 
components 
Program planc.f 
c"""""""""""" ...... " .... ,. .. " ...... ,. "' .. ,. "' .. ",. ...... "' ............ ** .. ,. ** .... ~ .......... .. .. ,. .. .. 
Modified by Ll. William Donovan on 08 May 95 for Master's Thesis 
plane.!-reads rvc3d files & writes ascii files for plotting 
exit plane mach number and flow angles 
(2D comparison with experimental resuJu;) 
un it 1 = input r..yz file 
c unit 3 = input q file 
c un it 4 = output residual history 
c unit 7 = output (k # I) counter, theta. pl/pO,Mach. Angle 
c unit 8 = output (k #2) counter, theta, ptipO,Mach. Angle 
c unit 9 = output (k #3) counter, theta, pl/pO,Mach. Angle 
c unit 10 = output (k #4) counter, theta, ptJpO,Mach, Angle 
c writ 11 '" output (k #5) counter, theta, ptJpO,Mach, Angle 
c 
c '" "''''' "' ''' "' . '" ", .. '" ~. ~ ... " "'. ~ ... " "' .... ~"~. ,, ••• " . " " ......... ~ '" " " '" "'''' *'" '" * '" * "' .. 
parameter(ni= 150,nj",3! ,nk=65) 
integer urn 
real J(ni .nj,nk),y(ni,nj ,nk),z(ni,nj,nk), gama 
real qq(5,ni.nj,nk),resd(5000.5),q j ,q2,q3,q4,q5,m(5) 
dimension kk(5),ang(5) ,theta(5),n0(5),vmd(5) ,vmd(5), 
! vznd(5),prpO(5),dcg(5) 
k-values are bard-wired below (80.9%, 89.8%, 94.99C, 97.6%, 99.0%) 
(use span.f 10 obtain %-k equivalency) 
(k values of 61 and 64 obtaincd from a second prugram run) 
data kk}41,45.49.53,57/ 
cOo "' ... "'Oo * ... "' ... " ~ "' .. ""''' "'''' .... . . ", ,,, ..... ,,.,,, .. "' .. "' '' "'" ... "' .. "'''''''' "' ... '" "' .... * ........ .. 
c read grid coordinates 
c"· "''' " .. ....... .. ..... .. ....... ... .. '" * . ............... '" ~ ............ "' ........... ..... "''''' " • • 
rcad(\,·)im.jm ,k.m 
read(1, .. )( « x;( ij,k ).i= I ,im )j= 1 jm ),k= 1 ,kIT!), 
1 «(y(i j .k),i", l,im)j= l .jm),k= 1 ,km), 
2 «(z(ij.k).i=1 ,im).j= 1 j m),k= l,km) c·· .. ··· ... ·······" .. · ..... ... ....... " ....... *"' ...... .. "* .. ,, ................. .. . 
c rcadrestanflle 









read(3, "')( « (qq(l,ij ,k),i= 1 ,im),j= 1 j m ),k= 1 ,km ),1= I ,5) 
c additional residual data 
read(3,*)ill,iil,phdeg,gama,om,nres,dum,dum,dum,dum 
read(3, '" )(e rcsd(nr,l) ,nr= 1 ,nres ),1= 1 ,5) 
c"'** * ** * '" '" * '" * * "'* * '" "'* "'''' "'* * '" '" "'* *'" * ~ "'* * '" ** "'* "'* "' * '" * '" "'* '" '" '" * ."' ''' ** "' .... 
c Pressure side of exit wake cut... 
e"'*·"''''*''' .. ** ...... *''' .. ****'''*''''''*'''** .. ·*'''******''' .. ''' .. ''' .. ·* .. *·*****"' ...... *** 
k=kk(3) 
i=I 
do iOj=jmax,l,- J 
um=um+l 
do 15 l=l ,S 
k=kk(l) 
c Rename desired q values for use 
ql=qq(l,i,j,k) 
qZ=qq(Z,ij,k) 
q3=qq(3,i j ,k) 
q4=qq(4,i j ,k) 
qS=qq(S,i,j,k) 
Compute pt/pO ratio 
ptpO(l) =gama *{gama- l )*q5+(gam a· gama * "Zn)/q 1 .. ( qZ* *Z +q3 * *Z +q4 **Z) 
c Compute Tfrt ratio and mach number 
uO(I)=gama *(gama-l)/q 1 *(qS ·O.s.(qZ*"'Z+q3**Z+q4**Z)/q 1) 
m(l)=( ( l/ttO(I}-I )*Z.O/(gam a- I»'" *O.S 
c Compute Theta and Non-O velocities theta, rand 7. 




m(l)=(sqn(vtnd (l )* *Z+vznd(I)**Z»/q I 
deg(l)=theta(l)"'S7.Z96 
Compute flow angle (degrees) using vmd and vznd 
ang(l )=at anZ(vtnd(l), vznd(l»'" 57. Z96 
15 continue 
write(7 ,3(0)um,deg( l),ptpO(1 ),rn( 1 ),ang( 1) 
write(8,300)um,deg(Z),ptpO(Z),m(Z),ang(Z) 
write(9,300)um,deg(3),plpO(3),rn(3),ang(3) 
write( 1 O,3(0)um,deg( 4 ),ptpO(4 ),m( 4 ).ang( 4) 
write( II ,300)um,deg(5),ptpO(5),m(5).ang(5) 
iO continue 
Repeat above on other side of wake cut at imax 
c j=1 not used (duplicate location across wake) 
c jmax not repeated (same location as j=31 at i=l) 
66 
)rr:taxm=-jrnax -l 
do 30 j:ol,jrnaxmJ 
ulll;oum+i 







plpO(l)=gama *(gama -1 )*q5+(gama-gama ~ *2/2)/q 1 *( q2'" 2+q3"·2 +q4 .. *2) 
ttO(l)=gama *Cgama-J)/q 1 *(q5 -0.5 *Cq2 **2+q3**2+q4**2)/q I) 
m (I )=( ( l/nDO )-1)" 2/(gama -1))* · 0.5 
theta(l)=asin(y(ij,k)/(z(i,j,k)·"2+y(i j.k)"'·Z)"'·O.5) 
vtnd(l)=-q4"'sin(theta(l»+q3"'cos(thet3(l» 
vrnd(l)=q4*cos(thcta(1» +q3 *sin(theta(J» 
nnd(l)=q2 
m(l) =( sqJ1( vlnd(l)* "'2 +vznd (I)*"2»)/q 1 
deg(l)=theta(l) *S7.296 
ang(l)=atanZ( vmd(l). vmo(l»".5 7.296 
25 continue 
wrile(7. 300)um ,deg( I ) ,ptpO( I l,rn ( I ),ang( 1 ) 
writc(8,300)UIll,deg(2) ,ptpO(2),m(2).ang(2) 
wrile(9,300)u[J),deg(3),plpO(3),m(3),ang(3) 
wrile( I 0,300)u!Il,deg(4),ptpO(4),m(4),ang(4) 
wri tc( 11,3(0)um,deg(S) ,ptpO(S),m(S),ang(S) 
30 (;(lntinue 
c ~ * * ** .. ** * '" * * '" ** '" * '" '" ** ** '" * '" * .. "'.* .... ,. * '" "' ••• *.* ** ~ * .*. *.* "';' •• * .. * 
c residual history output to unit 4 
c·""· * .... '" * .. .. * .. "'* ~. "' ... ~ '" "'''' .. "''' "'''' "'''''''''' '" "'''' * ~ *. "'''' "'''''' "' •• "' •• "."'."'. '" ",,.. 
write(4,J 10) l,(resd(l,l).lool,S) 
do 40 j=2,nres 
it:IO"'(i- l} 
40 write(4 .310)it,(rcsu(j,I),j:l.5) 
c .. ;. .... ·"' .. .... "' •• " .. "' .... ~" .. *."'" .... "' ....... * ••• " ... "'. "' ... "'''' ", .. ", ....... ",.", "' •• "'. 
300 formal(i5 .5f8.3) 
310 formal (i5,S(l x,elO.3» 
610 format (, ...... '" wanting ...... 'J, 
1 • im, jm , km, read from input',3iS,' do nOI match'.!, 





AI'PENDlX II. MACH NUMBER AND FLOW ANGLE COMPARISOI"S 
Mach Number Comparison 




I ---co mp u tat ion a l Exp ~ rimenta! I 
Figure Hl Mach Numlx:r Comparison At 1.78 mm Depth 
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I ---comput a tional Experimehtal I 
Figure H2 Mach Numlx:r Comparison At 0.42 mm Depth 
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Mach Number Comparison 
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Wake Flow Angle Comparison 
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FIgure H4. Flow Angle Companson At 1.78 mrn Depth 
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Wake Flow Angle Comparison 
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Figure HS. Flow Angle Compan~on At 0.42 mm Depth 
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Figure H6. Flow Angle Comparison AI 0.06 mm Depth 
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APPENDIX J. CO:-JVERGENCE UTSTORY 
KVC3D Residuals [0.5070 I'ressure Ratio] 
~::: ::~ 
~ 1.QOE-06 
'" j I.OOE-07 
1.00E ·08 L_~ __ ~ __ ~::::::::::::::::::::::-~ 
500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
!'."umber of Iterations 
Figure 11. 0.5070 PressuTC Ralio Convergence History 




} :::::: 1 _ _ _ l~ 
Number of Iterations 
Figure 12. 0.6041 Pressure Ratio Convergence History 
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RVC3D Residuals [0.6815 Pressure Ratiu] 
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Figure [3 0.68 15 Pressure Ratio Convergence History 
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Figure 14 O.R077 Pressure Ratio Convergence History 
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RVC3D Residua!s [0.9054 Pressure Ratio] 
.:: :~ ~ 1.00E-06 
oJ 1.00E·07 
l.OOE-08 '-_~ __ ~ __ ~_~ __ ~-'-=" 
50U !DUO 1500 2000 2500 3000 
Number of I terations 
Figure !5. 0.9054 Pressure Ratio Convergence History 
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APPENDIX J. MULTIPLE GRUl AND SOLUTION PLOTrING 
Program mgrid.f read an x. y. z formaned grid file (fon.l) and convcrted il illlo a 
multiple grid file formal (fon.21) for use with PLOT)D. 
Program mgrid.f 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccCCCCCC(;cccccccccccc 
c Program to rcad a single PLonD lilt: and convert 




read( I .... )idim,jdim.kdim 
read( I •• )( « x(i,j,k) ,i; I ,idim) j= I ,jdi ml.k= I ,Io;:dim), 
# «(y(i ,j,k ).i= I ,idim ).j= 1 jdim).k= l.kdim), 
# « (z(i,j,k),i= I,idim).j= i ,jdirn).k= l.kdirn) 
write(·,+)·Done reading fort.!" 
c calclliate pitch 
jrn=jdirn 
irn=idirn 
r2=y(l jm, 1)""'Z+7(I,jrn, lY"'? 













zz( i J ,k )=r~cos( the tal 
write (ZI )(idim ,jdim.kdim .igrid= I ,2) 
c do 10 igrid=l,? 
write(21)( «x(iJ.k),i= I ,idim) j = 1 Jd im).k= l,kdim). 
# « ('1(i.j.k),i= 1.idim).Fl .Jd!m),k= I ,kdim), 
11 «(z(ij.k).i=l.ldim),J=IJdJnI).k=l.kdim) 
c 10 continue 
write(ZI)( «x(i,j .k) ,i= I ,idim) j= l.j9im),k~ i.kdim), 
# «(yy(i,J,k).i=i.idim).J"-'i,jdlm).k= I ,kdim), 




Program nlq.r read a solution file (fort_3) and converted it into a multiple solution file 




c Program to read a single PLOT30 file and convert 






read(3, *X « (qq(i j ,k,ox),i= I ,idim),j= I jdim ),k= I ,kdim ),nx= I ,5) 
wri te(23)2 
write(23 )(idimjdim ,kdim ,igrid= 1 ,2) 
do 10 igrid"' l,2 
write(23)fsmach,alpha,re,time 
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